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The open borders debate, migration as settlement, 
and the right to travel
Ugur Altundal

Political Science,Syracuse University,Syracuse,NY,United States

ABSTRACT
The philosophical debate on the freedom of movement focuses almost exclu-
sively on long-term migration, what I call, migration as settlement. The normative 
justifications defending border controls assume that the movement of people 
across political borders, independent of its purpose and the length of stay, refers 
to migration as settlement. “Global mobility,” “international movement,” and 
“immigration” are oftenused interchangeably. However, global mobility also 
refers to the movements of people across international borders for a short length 
of time such as travel, short-term and circular migration. While most scholarly 
attention has focused on long-term migration, the vast majority of cross-border 
movement of people (approximately 85% of all cross-border movements in 2019) 
is short-term. The existing literature offers normative arguments for border con-
trols, which are grounded on states’ right to self-determination, the freedom of 
(dis)association, the welfare state, the duty to compatriots, and brain drain. In this 
paper, I argue that these arguments do not justify excluding travelers, short-term 
and circular migrants from the territory.

KEYWORDS The right to travel; migration as settlement; short-term and circular migration; the overstay 
objection; open borders

Introduction

Sumaya Farooqi, along with other five members of the Afghan girls 
robotics team, qualified to participate the Robotics World Championship 
in the US in 2017. Only a generation ago, during the rule of the Islamic 
fundamentalist Taliban in the late 1990s, girls weren’t allowed to go to 
school. In 2017, it was a great achievement that Afghan women could 
represent their country in a prestigious international competition, and an 
important opportunity for them to show their talents.1 It took them several 
months to prepare for the competition. They also spent a lot of time for 
their visa application to the US, collected all required documents, and paid 
their fees. However, their visa application had been rejected twice without 
any reasonable justification. Their application was not to migrate and settle 
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in the US, they were only planning to visit the US for a legitimate reason. 
Sumaya and her team members were disappointed. They thought it was 
unfair, it was not right.2

International travel restrictions based on citizenship undermine global 
equality of opportunity. If one is an Afghan citizen, there are a couple 
countries (e.g. Dominica, Haiti) where they can travel without applying for 
a visa, and none of them are neighboring countries. Since there is no direct 
flight to these countries, a transit visa from other countries is required, which 
is mostly denied to Afghans. Hence, an ordinary Afghan citizen does not have 
even a de facto right to exit. Unsurprisingly, Afghans are not alone. Most 
people in the Global South countries go through similar experiences and 
have been restricted to travel abroad. Visa refusal rates are very high, which 
discourages people from applying for a visa even though they might have 
a legitimate reason to visit a foreign country.

The philosophical debate on open borders and the freedom of movement 
focuses almost exclusively on migration as settlement. The normative justifi-
cations defending border controls assume that the movement of people 
across political borders, independent of its purpose and the length of stay, 
refers to migration as settlement. ‘International movement,’ ‘global mobility,’ 
and ‘immigration’ are often used interchangeably. However, global mobility 
also refers to the movements of people across international borders for 
a short length of time such as travel, short-term and circular migration. 
Sojourn, religious pilgrimage, medical travel (including abortion travel), short- 
term and seasonal work, education, international political advocacy, interna-
tional sports events, family visits (including weddings and funerals), civil 
marriage and divorce, and many other significant interests motivate and 
force people to travel across political borders for a short length of time. 
While most scholarly attention has focused on long-term migration, the 
vast majority of cross-border movement of people is short-term (approxi-
mately 85% of all cross-border movements in 2019).

The existing literature offers normative arguments against a human right 
to migrate but not necessarily against a right to travel. Would the reasons - 
such as the ones concerning about states’ right to self-determination, the 
freedom of (dis)association, the welfare state, the duty to compatriots, and 
brain drain- morally justify excluding Sumaya and her friends from the 
U.S. borders? In this paper, I argue that these arguments aim to justify 
excluding non-citizens who seek to settle within the country for a number 
of reasons, but they do not justify excluding travelers and short-term 
migrants from the territory. I assert that the freedom to travel internationally 
(without having the right to settle) does not necessarily conflict with these 
reasons. In other words, these arguments do not provide strong justification 
against international travel (as they arguably do against migration as 
settlement).
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This paper proceeds as follows. In the first part, I clarify why we should 
distinguish travel from migration as settlement. In the second part, I defend 
the right to travel beyond political borders and explain why the right to travel 
should be considered as a human right. In the third part, I examine the main 
arguments against open borders (e.g. states’ right to self-determination and 
the freedom of (dis)association, the welfare state and the duty to compatriots, 
and brain drain) in terms of short-term international travel, and I demonstrate 
why these justifications restricting the right to immigrate do not justify a limit 
for travel, short-term and circular migration. In the fourth part, I delve into the 
main objection to the distinction between short-term and long-term, which 
I call, the overstay objection. In the fifth part, I discuss potential reasons to 
restrict short-term mobility. In the final part, I conclude.

Traveling versus migration-as-settlement

According to the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), the number of 
international tourist arrivals in 2019 was 1.5 billion, which represents approxi-
mately 85% of cross-border movements.3 It includes travel for leisure, busi-
ness and to visit friends and relatives as well as most of the short-term and 
circular migration. The number of migrants who live in another country for 
more than a year in 2019 is estimated as 272 million.4 Even though each of 
them requires the freedom of movement across national borders, traveling 
and migration as settlement are different in various aspects such as the 
purpose and the length of stay, the types of visa requirement, and the 
consequences they might have. The distinction between traveling and migra-
tion as settlement is not only conceptual and empirical; it also follows 
a normative distinction that the right to travel internationally and the right 
to immigrate should be constructed separately in the open borders debate.5

Scholars have long examined the causes and consequences of migration 
and offered normative arguments regarding the inclusion and exclusion of 
immigrants. However, the research on travel has mostly been reduced to 
tourism (e.g. the determinants and economic benefits of tourism) without any 
substantive normative consideration. The causes and consequences of inter-
national travel and migration (e.g. economic or forced migration) are not 
necessarily the same. Scholars have proposed various theories of migration 
considering push and pull factors, economic reasoning as well as the role of 
previous colonial ties, diaspora communities, social networks, families, rela-
tionships, culture, language in migration decision; and their economic, social, 
cultural and political consequences (Goldin et al., 2012; Haas et al., 2020; 
Massey et al., 1999). However, it is questionable whether these theories can 
fully explain travel, short-term and circular migration. The purpose and the 
consequences of international travel and short-term migration are different 
from those of long-term and permanent migration. Furthermore, migration as 
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settlement raise further considerations regarding integration in the destina-
tion country, which most empirical and normative scholars dwell on when 
they argue against open borders.

The right to travel6 is also a crucial issue for migrants who have been (or 
later may be) granted refugee status, temporary protected status, temporary 
worker status, or for undocumented already living in the recipient country 
and their transnational families.7 Certainly, the duties travel and settlement 
impose and the consequences they might lead to are not identical. The right 
to travel imposes mostly a negative duty on receiving states and societies, 
which is generally a duty of non-intervention. However, the right to migration 
and/or citizenship acquisition impose positive duties on receiving states and 
societies, assuming that migrants will claim membership rights (e.g. social 
welfare rights, political rights).8 The duties of travelers and settlers do not 
necessarily overlap. Travelers have negative duties such as nonintervention 
and obeying the laws of the receiving society, while settlers in liberal democ-
racies might have further positive (egalitarian) duties to the state and society 
such as fiscal (e.g. taxes, welfare) duties and the duty of political participation.

While permanent residency in a political community morally requires 
membership, as Carens (2013) puts it, ‘Clearly, a general right to move across 
borders does not rest on any link to an already established 
membership’(Carens, 2013, p. 257). In other words, a right to travel is not 
a membership specific right. A right to reside, however, has further implica-
tions regarding the social welfare system and citizenship, which could be 
membership specific.9 While membership specific rights can exclude non- 
members, the right to travel is owed to everyone, independent of their 
membership.

The normative distinction between traveling and migration as settlement 
can be found in Kant’s work following the cosmopolitan right to hospitality 
(Besuchsrecht) and the idea of a universal right to reside (Gastrecht). 
A philosophical defense of international travel can be built on Kant’s works 
straightforwardly, while it is disputable whether it implies the right to 
reside.10 In Perpetual Peace, Kant states:

“Hospitality means the right of a stranger not to be treated as an enemy when 
he arrives in the land of another. One may refuse to receive him when this can 
be done without causing his destruction; but, so long as he peacefully occupies 
his place, one may not treat him with hostility. It is not the right to be 
a permanent visitor that one may demand. A special beneficent agreement 
would be needed in order to give an outsider a right to become a fellow 
inhabitant for a certain length of time. It is only a right of temporary sojourn, 
a right to associate, which all men have. They have it by virtue of their common 
possession of the surface of the earth, where, as a globe, they cannot infinitely 
disperse and hence must finally tolerate the presence of each other. Originally, 
no one had more right than another to a particular part of the earth” (Kant, 
1991, p. 284).
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Accordingly, travelers cannot be harmed or coerced even when the host 
society does not want them within their territory. As long as they are peace-
ful, travelers have the right to hospitality.11 Kant grounds the justification on 
the ‘common possession of the surface of the earth’ which can also be based 
on the human capacity to interact and associate (Benhabib, 2004, p. 36). 
However, this right does not justify a moral right to migrate and settle in the 
host society. Permanent residency and naturalization require a further con-
tract with the host society (Benhabib, 2004, p. 66). In other words, interna-
tional travel is a right while permanent residency and citizenship acquisition 
in a country of choice would be a privilege (Benhabib, 2004, p. 38).

The right to travel

The right to travel is can be constructed as an intrinsic and an instrumental 
right (Bauböck, 2009, p. 7). However, an international right to travel has not 
fully been reflected in international human rights documents. The first part of 
Article 13 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states, ‘(1) Everyone 
has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of 
each state. (2) Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, 
and to return to his country.’12 Although it is widely recognized, the scope of 
the right to freedom of movement is limited within the nation state borders. 
The right to leave does not grant the right to enter into a country of choice. In 
several cases, such as Sumaya from Afghanistan, the right to leave does not 
exist because it is practically impossible to enter into any other country.13

Scholars have offered moral justification for the international freedom of 
movement or against unilateral border controls (See, Hosein, 2019 for an 
overview), laying emphasis on global distributive justice (Bader, 1997; Pogge, 
1994; Risse, 2008), global equality of opportunity (Carens, 2013; Carens, 1987; 
Sager, 2020), democratic theory (Abizadeh, 2008), basic liberties (Freiman & 
Hidalgo, 2016; Kukathas, 2005, 2021), and human right to immigrate 
(Oberman, 2011, 2016). In most cases, scholars constructed the free interna-
tional movement as an instrument to settle, while the goal is to justify the 
right to immigration. They generally considered that the freedom of move-
ment includes both travel and settlement. They either focused on settlement, 
or they did not distinguish between the two.14

Rather than taking them together, I propose a prima facie right to inter-
national travel that allows cross-border mobility without residency privileges. 
By doing so, I aim to undermine counter arguments that oppose the right to 
international travel but fail to consider travel independent of migration as 
settlement.

The domestic free movement and the right to leave are recognized in the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. One of the ways to propose a right to 
international freedom of movement is through a cantilever argument by 
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arguing that international freedom of movement is a logical extension of the 
internal freedom of movement. As Carens (2013) asserts, ‘If it is so important 
for people to have the right to move freely within a state, isn’t it equally 
important for them to have the right to move across state borders?’(Carens, 
2013, p. 239). The idea that we need additional justification for international 
travel is a mobility bias (sedentarism), which is a very common assumption in 
normative debates (For a review, see, Sager, 2018). Mobility bias presupposes 
that a movement between nation states is ‘abnormal,’ an exception to the 
rule, while immobility is ‘normal’(Sager, 2018, p. 3; Schewel, 2020, p. 331). 
Many scholars suppose that in an ideal situation people would not move 
across international borders (e.g. Shachar, 2009, p. 5).

As a result, mobility is seen as a tool that might help correct an undesirable 
situation other than mobility itself. However, this is not the only way to frame 
mobility and the ethics of cross-border movements. If the right to travel is 
grounded on global justice, it means the purpose of the right is to eliminate 
or alleviate global inequalities. In other words, by granting ‘the least well off’ 
the access to the Global North countries with their comparatively better 
economic opportunities, mobility rights are justified as an instrument, and 
they lose their intrinsic value. In this sense, alternative solutions to eliminate 
global inequalities (e.g. global citizenship tax) would undermine the impor-
tance of mobility rights. Or, in an ideal peaceful world that economic 
resources are distributed equally, this approach would not justify global 
mobility rights at all. One may ask, ‘Why and who would need a right to 
travel if there’s global equality of opportunity in place?’ This sedentary 
approach is a form of mobility bias, which assumes that mobility is an 
anomaly while immobility is the status quo. Mobility justice requires, as 
Sheller (2018) states, an ‘attention on the politics of unequal capabilities for 
movement,’ which I believe is beyond global distributive justice concerns 
(Sheller, 2018, p. 1). In order to separate the global justice debate from 
mobility rights, I suggest taking mobility not as a tool but as the norm, 
especially with regards to travel, short-term and circular mobility.

Travel, short-term and circular migration have their own value indepen-
dent of permanent migration and its benefits. For some people, short-term 
mobility is an essential part of daily life, domestic or international. 
Sociologically, the distinction between domestic and international travel 
might not even exist for transnational families, or people living in border 
zones. Short-term and circular migration is a way of life that enable temporary 
employment abroad and connects people with their transnational families. 
People have reasons to travel internationally not only to sojourn but also for 
religious pilgrimage. They may want to travel to certain countries for health 
reasons. Some women travel to certain liberal democratic states in order to 
exercise their right to abortion because their home states deny them the right 
to abortion. Some countries do not permit marriage of couples who have 
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different religious beliefs; many other states do not allow same-sex marriage 
and non-religious marriage. Yet, they recognize civil marriages registered in 
other countries. Consequently, some are required to travel to certain liberal 
states in order to claim and exercise their right to marry. Students and 
professors travel internationally for educational purposes. Some do intern-
ships; some participate in vocational training; some teach their expertise to 
others; some attend to sports events and international competitions around 
the world. There are international advocacy groups that require people to 
travel internationally in order to disseminate and diffuse their ideas. Some 
churches require missionary activities abroad. Many people have families and 
friends in other countries; they want to travel abroad not only for vacation but 
also for other commitments such as family visits, weddings, and funerals. 
There are surely many other significant and legitimate reasons that motivate 
and force people to travel across political borders peacefully. In fact, we 
cannot rank the deservingness of people to travel based on their motivations 
nor can we ask the reason why they travel. Rather, we should take mobility as 
the normal, the status quo, and assume that human beings are essentially 
mobile. After we understand a presumption of mobility rights to be the norm, 
we can turn to carving out exceptions in which immobility is justifiable.15

The right to travel is unevenly distributed among people for various 
reasons (e.g. physical, geographical, legal, economic, and perceptive barriers; 
Sager, 2018, pp. 2–3; Sheller, 2018). Depending on the country of citizenship 
and the citizenship status, some people are legally restricted from traveling; 
others have additional economic hardships and other obstacles. Legal bar-
riers regarding visas lead to additional concerns restricting global equality of 
opportunity. For instance, The Passport Index demonstrates that the citizens 
of Western democracies such as the U.S. and Germany can travel to more than 
170 countries without even applying for a visa (Henley Passport Index 2019). 
However, citizens of poorer countries do not have visa free access to wealthy 
Western democracies. They can travel only to a number of countries without 
holding a visa, and with the exception of a privileged group, very small 
minority of people manage to travel internationally. Visa requirements, visa 
fees, and bureaucratic processes vary based on the country of citizenship. 
Administrative burdens are costly, and they discourage people even to con-
sider applying for a visa. Obtaining a travel visa typically requires paying 
a visit to the consulate for an interview, providing detailed documentation 
about your travel plans, information about your finances (e.g. proof of 
employment, summary of bank accounts), proof of health insurance, along 
with a sometimes-hefty application fee (Lawson & Lemke, 2012, p. 18), and 
thus leads to cumbersome and costly application procedures and lengthy 
processing times (Ng & Whalley, 2008). These burdens are targeted towards 
certain nationalities than others. Moreover, visa applications are easily 
denied.16 In other words, citizens of wealthy Western democracies enjoy 
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the freedom to travel internationally while poorer societies have various 
restrictions on their mobility. Furthermore, Western democracies open their 
borders to citizens of other wealthy democracies, while they discriminate 
against people from less wealthy countries. This is not only discrimination, 
but it also leads to global inequality of opportunity, which is inconsistent with 
liberal democratic values.

Short-term access across international borders should also be grounded 
on the value of the freedom of movement. But such a right should not give 
rise to significant costs. In other words, the right to travel is not absolute. It is 
rather a prima facie right. There are considerations that trump the right to 
travel even in domestic case (e.g. traffic rules, private property, imprisonment, 
medical quarantines). Similar considerations could also apply to international 
travel, which I discuss in section five. However, a number of scholars have 
questioned and opposed the cantilever strategy and attempted to demon-
strate the negative consequences that the extension (from internal to inter-
national freedom of movement) brings about. These negative consequences 
include the infringement of other human rights and interests of the receiving 
political community. Yet, as I point out, they discuss potential negative 
consequences of migration as settlement rather than traveling. In the next 
section, I examine whether these justifications against migration can be used 
against international travel.

Examining the arguments against open borders in the context of 
traveling

The main deontological and consequentialist arguments against open bor-
ders are concerned with states’ right to self-determination and freedom of 
association, the welfare state and the duty to compatriots, and brain drain. 
I show that they provide strong reasons to exclude non-citizens who seek to 
settle within the country, but they do not justify excluding travelers, short- 
term and circular migrants from the territory. I argue that the freedom to 
travel internationally (without residency privileges) does not necessarily con-
flict with these reasons. In other words, these arguments do not provide 
strong justification against international travel (as they arguably do against 
migration as settlement).

States’ right to self-determination and freedom of association

The main argument to justify unilateral border controls and exclude non- 
citizens from the territory is the right to self-determination.17 As Kollar 
defines, ‘[s]elf-determination is an important form of collective freedom 
and nations should be held responsible for its outcomes, even if some are 
worse off as a result. It is not that we cannot compare, but that we should 
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not compare opportunities across borders’(Kollar, 2017, p. 729). It also 
means that citizens, through the state, have the right to design policies of 
their choice, and the immigration policy is one of them (Pevnick, 2011, 
p. 11). According to Song (2018), ”members of the political community can 
define who the collective self is and determine its future course”(song, 2018, 
p. 398).

The freedom of association argument as a form of self-determination has 
also been used against open borders. The freedom of association is based 
on mutual voluntary consent. It can also function to disassociate from 
certain individuals. Christopher Wellman extends the freedom of association 
from individuals to states (Wellman, 2008; Wellman, 2016; Wellman & Cole, 
2011). He appeals to the freedom of association to exclude immigrants on 
the basis of a state’s right to control immigration over its territorial borders 
and to exclude non-citizens. The main assumption of this argument is that 
states have a presumptive right to self-determination independent of its 
citizens. Wellman’s account does not require any further moral justification. 
Simply not seeking association to certain people justifies excluding non- 
citizens from entrance without any further consideration. Accordingly, 
states have the right to control membership within its jurisdiction 
(Wellman, 2016, p. 81).

Van der Vossen (2015) argues that self-determination does not have to do 
with the membership of a political society. He challenges the following 
argument:

(1) The right to self-determination of states gives them the right to choose 
with whom they wish to associate.

(2) Immigrants associate with the state.
(3) Therefore, states with a right to self-determination have a right to 

choose whether or not to allow immigration (Van der Vossen, 2015, 
pp. 275–276).

By distinguishing individualist self-determination from collective self- 
determination, he argues that either the premise 1 or 2 is false (Van der 
Vossen, 2015, p. 276). Many would disagree.18 The link between self- 
determination and political membership is very strong. Rather than defend-
ing that, my argument would be the following:

(1) The right to self-determination of states may give them the right to 
choose with whom they wish to associate.

(2) Association with the state is limited to membership issues.
(3) States have a right to select their prospective citizens.
(4) Travelers, short-term and circular migrants do not necessarily associate 

with the state.
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(5) Therefore, states with a right to self-determination do not have a right 
to exclude travelers, short-term and circular migrants from the terri-
tory, but they have the right to exclude them from membership.

Travelers do not seek an association with the state in the sense that the act of 
movement does not require an application for membership. The self- 
determination argument has exclusively been used against migration as 
settlement.19 Accordingly, the state and its citizens should decide the criteria 
for naturalization and who should be part of the demos. Immigrants pose 
a problem in democratic theory when they are not considered as a part of the 
demos. However, travelers and short-term migrants are not a part of the 
demos question.20 In fact, many theorists who defend border controls admit 
that states are not justified in excluding travelers because travelers do not 
make ‘positive claims’ on citizens (Ferracioli, 2015, p. 103). Ferracioli states, 
‘self-determination is not a freestanding reason for a state’s right to exclude 
visitors when granting them short-term access to the territory would not give 
rise to significant costs. But self-determination is a sufficient reason for 
barring prospective immigrants from permanently joining the territory 
because rights to territory are similarly grounded on the value of self- 
determination’(Ferracioli, 2015, p. 103 footnote). Similarly, Yong (2017), 
while justifying border restrictions against immigrants, thinks that traveling 
or ‘bodily locomotion’ requires the duty to non-interference (Yong, 2017, 
p. 466).

Furthermore, if we assume that states have a right to freedom of associa-
tion, it would mean that states can select their future citizens, which is limited 
to political membership, and exclude others from political and social rights.21 

Furthermore, as Sarah Fine asserts, states cannot have a right to exclude 
without a territorial justification (Fine, 2010). A state’s right to freedom of 
association does not ground a territorial justification and in most cases, it 
violates individuals’ right to freedom of association.22

To sum up, while the self-determination and the freedom of association 
arguments apply mainly against long-term and permanent migrants who 
are prospective political members, they do not justify excluding interna-
tional travelers, short-term and circular migrants from the territory. 
Considering all these aspects, they do not propose a strong justification 
against visitors.23

The welfare state and the duty to compatriots

Another main argument for border controls concerns about the welfare state 
and the duty to compatriots. The welfare state is one of the main distributive 
functions of an egalitarian society. Walzer (1983) thinks that distributive 
justice requires a bounded society (Walzer, 1983). David Miller’s liberal 
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nationalist position is also similar (Miller, 1995, 2015, 2016). For the sake of 
distributive justice within a society, these ideas have been interpreted both 
empirically and normatively against inclusive immigration policies.

According to the empirical argument, homogeneous societies are more 
likely to have a high level of trust and loyalty between their citizens as well as 
towards their institutions. A welfare state is more likely in countries where 
citizens, sharing a common culture, trust their fellow citizens. Heterogeneity, 
on the other hand, would make redistribution less likely because people are 
less likely to share and help people from other cultures.24 This line of argu-
ment has also support from disputable public perceptions on migrants such 
as migrants are free riding, misusing the welfare system, not paying taxes, 
and so forth.25 Moreover, when a country admits migrants from other coun-
tries that do not share similar values and so forth, it is less likely to preserve 
the welfare state. Open migration might destroy the capacity of a welfare 
state to function properly.26 Notwithstanding such arguments regarding 
migration, these empirical claims do not target short-term migration and 
travel.

In many democratic countries, travelers and short-term migrants are (and 
can justifiably be) excluded from the welfare system. While it is true that they 
can benefit from the public good, which is non-excludable (e.g. public roads), 
their short-term status does not grant them welfare benefits (maybe with the 
exception of emergency rooms). Visitors are owed basic human rights that 
may still bring about costs to the receiving society. Yet, international travel is 
less likely to impose great costs that undermine the welfare system. On the 
contrary, most categories of short-term visitors from pilgrims to medical 
travelers and other visitors contribute to the market; they increase the need 
for employment in various sectors. In addition to their impact on employ-
ment, according to the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC), interna-
tional travelers are important contributors of the GDP of the host country 
(2019).

Another argument that concerns about the welfare state is the idea that 
people have special duties to their compatriots (Mason, 1997). Philosophers 
distinguish general duties and special duties such that general duties apply to 
everyone while special duties are a result of a certain relationship or an 
agreement (Bertram, 2018, p. 89). States can have membership specific rights 
for their own citizens and non-members can be excluded from certain types 
of privileges (Carens, 2013, pp. 97–98). In global justice debates, some scho-
lars describe this as a moral division of labor that requires everyone to pay 
special attention to her family and relatives as well as fellow citizens.27 This 
idea suggests that states and their existing members do not owe special 
(positive) duties to help immigrants and grant them welfare rights as long as 
their human rights are not at stake. However, ”the would-be immigrant who 
wants to cross into a given jurisdiction acts to impose a set of obligations 
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upon that jurisdiction’s current residents” (Blake, 2013, pp. 119–120). 
Needless to say, existing citizens have general (negative) duties to everyone, 
including those who are citizens of other countries.

When migrants settle and work in a country, they should be included in 
the welfare system. Migrants may claim both general and special rights (i.e. 
civil, social, and political) once they reside in a country for the long run (e.g. 
Lenard, 2012, 2015). The host state and society, then, would have positive 
duties towards them. The host society can ‘refuse to allow immigrants to 
come in, because the residents of those states have the right to refuse to 
become obligated to those would-be immigrants’ (Blake, 2013, p. 120). In 
other words, the host society has the right to choose to exclude would-be 
migrants from special membership rights and fulfill their special duties to 
existing members of the society. This is actually a very strong argument that 
justifies excluding would-be migrants. However, it does not apply against 
travelers, short-term and circular migrants because they do not claim mem-
bership specific rights that are owed to citizens and residents. Temporal 
statuses would not extinguish general duties of non-intervention that are 
grounded in membership or residency. If we look at the kind of rights claims 
and their corresponding duties, we can say that travelers mostly claim nega-
tive rights (e.g. civil rights, right to hospitality). The host state and society 
have negative duties (non-intervention) towards travelers. As a result, as long 
as travelers do not claim special duties from the host state and society, the 
argument grounded on the welfare state and the special duties to compa-
triots do not justify excluding them from the territory.

Overall, although it is disputed whether long-term migrants undermine 
the welfare system in an open migration regime, we can presume that 
travelers and short-term migrants are not the main beneficiaries of the 
welfare system. They do not even claim to be a member of the host society 
or ask for welfare rights.28 If distributive justice requires political boundaries, 
travelers and short-term migrants can be excluded from the welfare system, 
not from the territory. Special duties to compatriots do not conflict with 
negative duties (i.e. non-interference) to travelers.

Brain drain

Another justification for border controls employs the idea of brain drain. Brain 
drain is a phenomenon that takes place when the large-scale migration of 
skilled workers from poor to rich states negatively affects the poor states, 
undermining global justice. For instance, more than 60% of university grad-
uates from Gambia, Guyana, Jamaica, Morocco, and Tunisia have moved to 
developed countries (Goldin et al., 2012, p. 179). There is a significant nega-
tive impact of skilled emigration on certain developing countries. Developing 
nations lose their human capital in critical sectors (e.g. health care, 
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technology) which would be very helpful in the origin country otherwise. 
I should also note that there are two main critiques to this view. The first one 
emphasizes the benefits of remittances to the origin society. Secondly, as 
Goldin et al. (2012) state, ‘most brain drain originates in developing countries 
with high rates of unemployment, and the evidence suggests that many 
graduates leave because they would otherwise be unproductive at home’ 
(Goldin et al., 2012, p. 181).

Some scholars think that in some cases, a restriction on mobility is justifi-
able if it leads to brain drain (Brock & Blake, 2015; Ferracioli, 2015). Border 
controls can be accomplished in two ways: the receiving state can exclude 
skilled workers, or the country of origin can prevent residents from leaving 
the country. In other words, it is either a prohibition on international freedom 
of movement or restriction on the freedom to leave one’s country.

According to Brock, ‘A poor, legitimate developing state may defensibly 
regulate emigration of skilled workers – directly or indirectly – when certain 
conditions obtain’ (Brock & Blake, 2015, p. 101). However, Blake argues 
against her by stating, ‘all humans have a basic right to leave any country, 
including their own, and to form new political relationships with consenting 
other states. This basic proposition makes any attempt by a state to forcibly 
prevent people from leaving that state – to coercively insist upon allegiance 
and obligation, against the wishes of the would-be emigrant – fundamentally 
unjust, and a violation of the most basic norms of human rights’ (Brock & 
Blake, 2015, p. 111). According to Oberman (2013), only a small minority of 
cases can justify border controls on the basis of brain drain. In fact, he claims, 
it would require a justification to impose justice in another country. However, 
Ferracioli (2015) responds to his argument by distinguishing ‘imposing jus-
tice’ and ‘contributing to a causal chain that foreseeably contributes to harm 
abroad’ (Ferracioli, 2015, p. 110). She thinks that states have a negative duty 
to exclude individuals on the grounds of preventing brain drain. Overall, the 
debate evolves into a dichotomy between individual interests/rights and 
collective interests/rights.

Whether and to what extent brain drain justifies restricting the freedom of 
movement is disputable in the context of migration as settlement. However, 
travel, short term and circular migration would rarely lead to brain drain in 
this respect. These are very rare cases of brain drain that temporary migration 
could bring about. For instance, one can imagine that if all the best students 
of a country leave their universities for training for a semester, there might be 
a form of brain drain in a temporal sense. Or imagine all researchers in 
a particular field temporally move abroad. There might be long-term effects 
on the future of these fields in the origin society. Another example would be 
that if all talented seasonal farm workers from Central American countries 
move to the US, it might undermine the long-term quality of agriculture 
production in Central American countries. Having said that, these cases are 
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highly unlikely. Under normal circumstances, travel, short-term and circular 
migration mostly have positive impacts on the country of origin because they 
enable the transfer of science, development, and education from developed 
societies to the poorer ones. There is also democratizing aspect of interna-
tional travel, which contributes as social remittances of democratic ideas, 
attitudes and norms (Levitt, 1998). As Pearce (1989) states, ‘Values may be 
transformed through the bringing together of different groups of people, 
even if at times only very briefly’ (Pearce, 1989, p. 221). International travel 
can expose individuals to diverse perspectives, values and behaviors through 
inter-personal interaction (Elkins & Simmons, 2005). As a result, travelers can 
support liberty and democracy in their country of origin (Altundal & Zarpli, 
2020).

Since brain drain in certain cases leads to some significant negative con-
sequences, restrictive migration policies might be justified for targeted fields. 
However, the case that international travel might lead to brain drain can only 
be an exception. For the most part, short-term mobility contributes to the 
economy and the society of the country of origin. As a result, it is not 
justifiable to restrict the freedom of movement of those who do not migrate 
and settle in another country on the grounds of brain drain.

Overall, these normative arguments for border controls provide strong 
reasons for states to control membership and residency in their jurisdiction. 
However, they fail to provide strong reasons to control travel and short- 
term migration. Now, I want to turn to the main objection to the distinction 
between travel and migration as settlement, which I call, the overstay objec-
tion. Then, in the following section, I will suggest potential normative 
reasons that could justify restricting short-term mobility under certain 
circumstances.

The overstay objection

The main objection to my proposal is the overstay objection, which would 
question the validity of the distinction between travel and migration as 
settlement when people travel and de facto migrate in the host country by 
simply overstaying there.

‘Overstayers’ are those who were lawfully admitted to the host country 
for an authorized period but stayed in the country beyond their authorized 
visiting period (DHS, 2020). According to Mau et al. (2012), p. 80% of ‘illegal’ 
immigrants in Europe and 40% in the US have arrived with a legal tourist 
visa (Mau et al., 2012). And once they arrived, they overstayed their visa. 
Based on this empirical information, the proponents of the overstay objec-
tion would argue that it is reasonable to exclude travelers from entrance if 
there is strong evidence that they would overstay. I have four responses to 
this objection.
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First of all, I argued that the right to travel and migration as settlement are 
normatively distinct; settlement without a normative justification does not 
reduce the value of the right to travel, which would be analogous to the 
relationship between the right to free speech and hate speech. One may 
argue that free speech enables hate speech and hate crimes, yet banning free 
speech in order to prevent hate speech would not be compelling. Rather, we 
try to prevent hate speech and hate crimes. Similarly, a collective group of 
people could misuse their right to travel to invade a territory of interest (e.g. 
settler colonialism29). If a person or a community misuses their right to travel 
for the purposes of settlement in the country without any justification, we 
should focus on the settlement and find practical ways to prevent it without 
infringing on the right to travel.

We can find practical ways to prevent unjustified migration without limit-
ing the right to travel. For instance, in the U.S., overstayers are barred from 
reentry from three to ten years.30 Overstayers who have not been caught yet 
are also suffering the consequences. They live in a country lacking most 
citizenship rights; and they are immobilized within a country. It does not 
look like an easy situation at all. The motivations behind people who overstay 
their visas should be complicated, but I suppose many of them could be 
eligible for asylum, which I discuss below. Studies also show that there are 
overstay instances among the Global North countries that have visa free 
policies. Crockford’s ethnographic fieldwork, for instance, investigates 
Canadian and British citizens who overstayed their visas in the U.S. 
(Crockford, 2017). Alternative policy practices, such as collecting $500 refund-
able deposits from visitors to be used in the event of overstay, could be 
suggested for preventing unjustified migration.

Secondly, we would expect full compliance in ideal theory conditions. Yet, 
once we consider unfavorable global conditions such as the one we live in, 
partial compliance or non-compliance could be inevitable. Therefore, 
I acknowledge the overstay objection. Some travelers, once entered, would 
assert a right to stay and settle on other grounds. This could happen in two 
ways; both can be legitimate.

(1) The visitor can decide to stay after the arrival. Suppose Person A was 
originally planning to visit a country. After traveling to country B, they 
decided to stay for various reasons that were unexpected. The host country 
may have legitimate immigration policies that set the criteria for employ-
ment, residency, and citizenship acquisition. As long as these criteria are 
legitimate, I would argue that people should follow the conditions to stay. 
States might give priority to admit migrants who are in need (e.g. forced 
migrants due to economic, environmental, or political conditions). Yet, if the 
immigration law is illegitimate, then, it would lead to a further discussion on 
migration as settlement on whether there is a duty to obey unjust immigration 
law (Cohen, 2020; Hidalgo, 2016). Another example of overstay after arrival 
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would be because the visitor cannot return to their home country for other 
reasons (e.g. a civil war has begun in their home country, which can make 
them eligible for asylum).

(2) The visitor can have the intention to migrate and settle into the 
destination country before the arrival. But suppose they do not have a right 
to migrate, they would claim the right to travel to enter into a country, and 
then seek opportunities for residency. I believe that as long as they are 
eligible to stay on a ground based on the host countries’ immigration law 
(e.g. family, employment) or based on international law (e.g. asylum), they 
should be able to stay.

The critical issue here is the practice of international law on forced 
migration.31 There are existing problems in global refugee management. 
Some countries are hosting much more refugees than their fair share partly 
because of their geographical location. Since the principle of non- 
refoulement is relatively institutionalized, most Global North countries imple-
ment border policies that prevent the entrance of asylum seekers.32 The main 
concern is that visa free travel regime would increase the number of asylum 
applicants. This is true in most cases. For instance, after Albanians have visa- 
free access to the Schengen area since 2010, there is a significant increase in 
the number of Albanian asylum applications in the EU. As a result, some EU 
countries suggest reviewing the visa-free access of Albanian nationals.

Most normative theorist, even those who are against open borders, agree 
that forced migrants should be admitted. Theoretically, if overstayers are 
eligible for asylum and claim protection on that ground, then, they should 
be able to stay. Yet, in practice if all asylum seekers migrate to a country of 
their choice, there might be concerns on the fair share of refugees. I would 
suggest a global resettlement program that could enforce fair share of 
refugees within Global North countries. Once refugees are resettled mostly 
in Global North countries, the likelihood that they overstay should decrease. 
I should note that currently around eighty percent of refugees are located in 
Global South countries (FitzGerald, 2019, p. 3).

Thirdly, overstay, at least partially, stems from the visa requirements. Visas 
are costly, and they are generally granted for a very short length of time and 
for a single entry. While the US grants visitor visas for 6 months to 10 years, 
the EU countries generally limit the length of stay for the purpose of travel 
with a single entry. Visitors must pay the fees and provide documents in order 
to apply for visas each time before they want to travel. Many people overstay 
because they believe that they cannot get another visa for a variety of reasons 
(e.g. administrative burden, economic reasons). This would also apply to 
other forms of undocumented migrants. Visa denials incentivize people to 
cross international borders without authorization and settle permanently in 
the receiving country even though they would go back to their country of 
origin if they had the right to travel.
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European enlargement and visa-waiver agreements can be shown as an 
example. After having access to European Union, the form of migration from 
Eastern European countries such as Poland, Hungary and the Czech and Slovak 
Republics to Western European countries have been short-term and circulatory 
(Wallace, 2002). Furthermore, many of the South American countries that have 
relatively lower GDP per capita have access to the EU. However, this visa free 
border policy does not lead to migration flows to Europe.

Finally, I argue that it is disputable to prevent travelers from entrance on 
the basis of overstay risk, because it would lead to discrimination against 
lower- and middle-income individuals and families of certain nationals. States 
mostly require visitors to provide evidence that they will economically be self- 
sufficient while they are visiting the country, which is believed to reduce the 
overstay risk. Furthermore, the criteria of being economically self-sufficient 
generally require evidence of property ownership and enormous amount of 
money in bank accounts. Such requirements disproportionately target low- 
income individuals and families. The requirement to provide proof of financial 
support for accommodation and travel expenses should not be followed by 
further wealth and property ownership, which make international travel 
a privilege for rich people.

For the most part, I tried to demonstrate that the existing justifications for 
border controls target migrants who settle, and they fail to provide a strong 
reason to restrict travel and short-term migration. In the next part, I propose 
some provisional arguments for restricting short-term mobility.

Justifiable restrictions on travel

Many of the justifications for exclusion discussed in the previous part are 
based on, what I called, migration as settlement. As a result, they do not 
even discuss the exclusion of travelers and short-term migrants who do not 
settle in the receiving country. The reasons to restrict international travel are 
separate from those to control migration. Similarly, the normative justifications 
to exclude travelers might not necessarily apply to migrants. Having proposed 
a prima facie right to travel, I also want to offer some provisional thoughts and 
briefly discuss under what conditions restrictions on travel could be justifiable.

These conditions would consider the cases when travel might violate the 
rights of others, or they might have negative consequences that outweigh 
the interests of the travelers and short-term migrants. Infrastructural feasibil-
ity, environmental and animal welfare concerns, public health concerns, and 
security are some conditions that restricting short-term mobility could be 
provisionally justifiable.

First of all, when the destination country does not have resources to 
accommodate the number of international visitors, restrictions might be 
justified on infrastructural feasibility grounds. A recent case starkly illustrates 
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this point. Santorini is a small, beautiful, and historical Greek Island with an 
area of approximately 73 km2 and a population of 15,231.33 The number of 
tourists in 2017 was more than 2 million. Meanwhile, Santorinians are becom-
ing increasingly frustrated by the growing traveler traffic because the existing 
infrastructure of the Island is insufficient and due to the high demand, the 
prices are astronomic. Let us assume that they want to limit the number of 
visitors on the infrastructural feasibility ground. We can question whether 
Santorinians – Greece in this case- is justified to exclude tourists. It looks to 
me that in these cases, restrictions and quotas can be justified.

Secondly, an anti-anthropocentric argument justifying restrictions on tra-
vel can be made based on animal welfare and environmental concerns. The 
limits of right to travel should be constructed in a way that considers animals 
and common environmental sustainability interests. Restricting human mobi-
lity in order to (1) protect places where certain animals live and (2) reduce 
climate impacts from aviation emissions could be justifiable (For an overview, 
see, Sheller, 2018, pp. 137–158).

Public health concerns can also justify restrictions on travel (Carens, 2013, 
pp. 178–179). Recently, we have been experiencing such restrictions due to 
the Covid-19 pandemic. Travel is believed to accelerate the spread of dis-
eases. Travelers, especially those coming from countries or cities that are 
heavily infected, have been viewed with suspicion during times of health 
emergencies. Historically, both local and federal governments have used 
quarantine, exclusion, and surveillance to restrict the movements of those 
carried any risk of spreading a publicly concerning disease such as the plague, 
cholera, HIV/AIDS, and SARS. In fact, controlling the spread of epidemics was 
an important underlying reason for borders and passports in the League of 
Nations conference in 1920 (Salter, 2003, p. 78). Although temporary travel 
restrictions on public health grounds seem compelling, it should not lead to 
double standards based on country of citizenship.

Another justification of border restrictions against international short-term 
visitors would be on security grounds. One may argue that short-term 
migrants and travelers cannot be trusted because many terrorists such as 
those organized the September 11 attacks have been issued temporary 
student or visitor visas (See, e.g. Nowrasteh, 2019). Furthermore, public dis-
course that disputably correlates being non-citizen with crime rates support 
this line of argument. However, it does not follow an arbitrary exclusion of 
certain nationals from temporary visits, such as the one issued by the former 
U.S. President Donald Trump barring entry to citizens of predominantly 
Muslim countries into the US.

Domestic mobility can also be restricted in situations regarding ‘private 
property, imprisonment and parole for criminal offenses, medical quaran-
tines, prohibitions on settling on indigenous lands, traffic regulations’(Carens, 
2013, p. 247). If a criminal, or a significant security threat is crossing political 
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borders, it is reasonable to consider restrictions on their right to travel. 
As Carens (2013) puts, ‘No state is obliged to admit terrorists or enemy 
agents’(Carens, 2013, p. 175). However, the current international implemen-
tations are problematic because the threshold and measure of security threat 
is vague.

Whether restrictions on travel are morally justifiable on these provisional 
grounds should further be discussed and detailed, which is beyond the scope 
of this paper. But I believe that when restrictions are justifiable, they should treat 
people equally. In other words, normative justifications of any border restrictions 
against travelers should be based on principled reasons that do not discriminate 
on gender, race, religion, economic status, nationality, and so forth.34

Conclusion

In conclusion, normative approaches to migration and borders focus exclu-
sively on migration as settlement. By making a distinction between travel and 
migration as settlement, I suggested that we should consider mobility not only 
as a path to migration, but also as a phenomenon itself. When we separate the 
right to travel from migration as settlement, the concerns about integration, 
membership, and distributive justice are set aside. I argued that the existing 
normative justifications for border controls, which are grounded on states’ 
right to self-determination, the welfare state, and brain drain, fail to justify 
border restrictions against travelers, short-term and circular migrants. I also 
discussed to the overstay objection, and finally offered provisional reasons that 
could morally justify restricting short-term mobility. I suggest future research 
should explore and expand on empirical and normative aspects of short-term 
mobility and engage with democratic membership in a mobile world.

Notes

1. After the triumph of Taliban, it is a question whether women will have the same 
rights and opportunities. https://edition.cnn.com/2021/12/03/asia/afghanistan- 
taliban-decree-womens-rights-intl/index.html

2. After various attempts from international community, Sumaya and her team 
members were allowed to enter the US. This was an exceptional permit that 
gave them temporary status because of an emergency, humanitarian purpose, 
or public good. See: https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/7/13/afghan-girls- 
robotics-team-given-us-visa-after-outrage

3. This figure excludes international travel by land, which should be a significant 
number considering the crossborder mobility between neighboring countries. 
See the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) Barometer (Vol 18, Issue 2, 
January 2020): https://webunwto.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public 
/2020-01/UNWTO_Barom20_01_January_

excerpt_0.pdf
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4. See The World Migration Report 2020: https://www.un.org/sites/un2.un.org/ 
files/wmr_2020.pdf

5. I do not argue that the right to travel is more important than the right to migrate. 
My point is that normative considerations in the open borders debate are exclu-
sively on migration, which has not considered temporary movements. We should 
consider the moral reasons (for and against) international travel, separately.

6. I use the right to travel and the freedom of movement interchangeably. However, 
I prefer to use the right to travel because the freedom of movement often implies 
both movement and settlement.

7. While undocumented migrants are essentially immobilized; for refugees, tem-
porary statuses and permanent residents, too, travel outside of the state comes 
with certain restrictions.

8. At this point, I should state that I am talking about receiving states as opposed 
to sending states; some scholars think that ‘issuing passports’ is a positive duty 
of the sending states. See, for instance, (Bauböck, 2009, p. 12).

9. I will later discuss this point. Being member of a society might generate special 
egalitarian duties to its fellow members, while it excludes such egalitarian 
duties to non-members. These egalitarian duties concern with distributive 
justice. International travel, if considered without residence, does not necessa-
rily impose such membership specific obligations.

10. Some scholars find the right to travel insufficient and reinterpret Kant’s works in 
a way to justify the right to migrate (e.g. Benhabib, 2004 Chapter 1; Brown, 2010).

11. Several scholars follow this interpretation (e.g. Benhabib, 2004; Brown, 2010; 
Cavallar, 2017). Brown (2010), for instance, states, ”the right to peaceful travel 
cannot be denied” (321). Cavallar (2017) similarly, thinks that Kant ‘grants 
foreigners a right to visit’ as long as they are not inhospitable (360-361). 
However, I should note that according to Kleingeld (2011)’s interpretation, the 
right to hospitality does not grant a right to foreign territory, but only a ”right to 
request interaction;” as a result, states can exclude visitors without being hostile 
(Kleingeld, 2011, p. 73).

12. UN General Assembly, 1948
13. For a detailed discussion on the right to leave and the right to enter, see 

(Chapters 2-5 in Fine & Ypi, 2016)
14. Matthew Longo, for instance, points out the distinction between wide and 

narrow definitions of movement. But he focuses on the wide meaning 
that includes both movement and settlement (Longo, 2013, p. 43). The 
distinction also challenged open border arguments. James (2019), for 
example, argues that Oberman (2016) fails to justify the right to immi-
grate in terms of residence and employment, but only justifies a right to 
travel (James, 2019).

15. For instance, if there is a justification to restrict one’s movement, the burden of 
proof is on the agency that will enforce the restriction (i.e. the state).

16. The US visa refusal rate for the citizens of Afghanistan, for instance, is over 70% 
in 2018. https://travel state.gov/content/dam/visas/Statistics/Non-Immigrant- 
Statistics/RefusalRates/FY18.pdf

17. I should note that there are exceptions such as particularity claimants and 
refugees in certain circumstances that cannot be morally denied (Wellman 
(2008), Miller (2015)).
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18. The argument that a collective body can enter into an association with another 
collective body, not with an individual is not convincing (US, Canada example 
on p. 276). Another argument, joining to a state, does not require an association 
seems dubious.

19. Several authors challenged self-determination arguments in favor of migration 
(e.g. Kukathas, 2012).

20. This is a descriptive statement. Whether travelers or temporary migrants should 
be part of the demos can be disputed (e.g. Ottonelli & Torresi, 2012).

21. When we consider migration as settlement, a state’s right to freedom of 
disassociation poses a democratic problem because it can exclude migrants 
from political membership even though they live in the society permanently 
and are subjected to the laws.

22. There might be exceptions (e.g. foreigners can be prevented entering certain 
state buildings for a reason). For additional discussion on territorial rights and 
the right to exclude, see, (Moore, 2015 Ch.9; Nine, 2019).

23. At a conference in 2017, Wellman himself admitted that his argument proposes 
migration control but does not target travelers. He said people should be free to 
travel and stay up to two years. Debate: Is Immigration a Basic Human Right? 
16 March 2017. Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h23HiKfziSY

24. I should note that these arguments are disputable. For an overview, see, 
(Pevnick, 2009).

25. These arguments have been refuted by research. Scholars demonstrated the 
benefits of migration on the fiscal system, economic growth, wages, employ-
ment, and innovation. e.g. (Goldin et al., 2012)

26. One can imagine that in an open migration regime people could live in low tax 
states when they are young and working, and once they retire, they could 
migrate to generous welfare states. As a result, generous welfare states would 
collapse. Abizadeh (2010) further discusses such arguments (Abizadeh, 2010, 
pp. 152–156).

27. (Miller, 2016, pp. 23–25), Note that Miller does not agree with this argument.
28. The place of travelers in the demos question -whether they are affected or 

coerced by the decisions of another state – is another discussion that is beyond 
the scope of this paper.

29. Moore, for instance, explains how settler colonialism led to the destruction of 
indigenous way of life and control over the land (Moore, 2019, p. 88).

30. If one overstays for 180 days but for less than one year, they will be barred from 
re-entry to the United States for three years. If they stay unlawfully in the US for 
more than one year, they will be deemed inadmissible and barred from re-entry 
for 10 years. If they stay for over a year and have to be forcibly removed by 
immigration services, they can be barred from the country for life, with no 
chance of re-entry.

31. I would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for bringing up this point.
32. See, (FitzGerald, 2019) for a discussion on ‘externalization’ and ‘remote control.’
33. Census 2011.
34. Carens (2013) asserts that it is morally impermissible to discriminate on the 

basis of race, ethnicity, religion, and sexual orientation (Carens, 2013, pp. 174– 
175). Sager (2020) includes the place of birth into this list (p. 2). I add the level of 
income and this list could be extended.
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